Steering Wheels

Anatomical Steering Wheels
The anatomically-molded grip on these wheels offers precise control. Two sizes are available to fit small or large sedans. The center is undrilled, and the black suede rim has a yellow centering stripe.

Longacre Anatomical Suede Steering Wheels
290mm (11.4’’) … Part No. LA56906 … $159.99
320mm (12.6’’) … Part No. LA56903 … $159.99

OMP Trecento Steering Wheel
Trenceto is Italian for “three hundred.” This compact 300mm diameter (11.8’’) wheel is designed for small sports cars that don’t have room for a full-size 330mm or 350mm wheel. The rim is covered in black suede with a yellow centering stripe at the top. The flat hub is drilled for the standard 6x70mm bolt pattern.

OMP Trecento Suede Steering Wheel
Part No. OMP-OD1975-Black … $209.00

OMP Corsica Steering Wheels
A Porsche Cup favorite. Each of the 3 spokes has 2 lightening holes for a sporty look. The rim is covered in black suede with a yellow centering stripe at the top, and the spokes are black anodized. The hub is drilled for the standard 6x70mm bolt pattern. Dished wheel measures 3.75” (95mm) deep.

OMP Corsica Suede Steering Wheels
330mm (13.0’’) … Part No. 3425-2012 … $269.00
350mm (13.8’’) … Part No. 3425-1954-Black … $269.00

MOMO Model 08 Steering Wheel
This full-round steering wheel measures 13.8” (350mm) diameter. Each of the 3 black anodized spokes has a lightening groove for a signature look. The rim is covered in black suede with a yellow centering stripe at the top. The hub is drilled for the standard 6x70mm bolt pattern. Dished wheel measures 3.3” (85mm) deep.

MOMO Model 08 Suede Steering Wheel
Part No. MO-R1908-35S … $229.99

OMP Indy Flat-Bottom Formula Car Steering Wheel
This compact 9 7⁄8” (250mm) diameter wheel has an undrilled center with a yellow MOMO logo. The bottom is very close to the center of the wheel for maximum leg clearance. The wheel measures 8 1⁄8” (206mm) top to bottom. The rim is covered in black suede.

OMP Indy Flat-Bottom Suede Steering Wheel
Part No. 3423-2016-Black … $429.00

MOMO Model 12 Flat-Bottom Formula Car Steering Wheel
This compact 9 7⁄8” (250mm) diameter wheel has a triangle-shaped undrilled center with a yellow MOMO logo. The bottom is very close to the center of the wheel for maximum leg clearance. Measures just 7 3⁄16” (200mm) top to bottom. The rim is covered in black suede.

MOMO Model 12 Flat-Bottom Suede Steering Wheel
Part No. MO-R1922-23S … $229.99

MOMO Model 27 Flat-Bottom Steering Wheels
These steering wheels are offered in sizes for larger formula cars and sports racers. The round center is undrilled with a yellow MOMO logo. The 270mm size measures 9.3” (235mm) top to bottom, and the 290mm size measures 9.6” (244mm) top to bottom. The rim is covered in black suede.

MOMO Model 27 Flat-Bottom Suede Steering Wheels
270mm (10.6’’) … Part No. MO-R1925-27S … $229.99
290mm (11.4’’) … Part No. MO-R1925-29S … $229.99

Alpha Flat-Bottom Steering Wheel
An outstanding value! This economical 10” (255mm) diameter steering wheel looks and feels like a wheel costing twice as much. The anatomically-molded grip offers great control and feedback. The flat center is undrilled with no logo. The rim extends nearly 270 degrees around, and the wheel measures 9” (229mm) top to bottom. The rim is covered in high-quality suede.

Alpha Flat-Bottom Suede Steering Wheel
Part No. 3406-Black … $174.99

Please visit our website for many more racing steering wheels from Sabelt, OMP, MOMO, Longacre, and more!

See page 138 for quick-release steering wheel hubs.

Temperature Indicating Paints

Tempilag Temperature Indicating Paints
Tempilag documents temperatures that are impossible to measure during actual use such as brake discs, brake pads, or exhaust. It is also useful for heat control during welding or heat treatment. Tempilag has a calibrated melting point that leaves an indication when a specific temperature has been reached. Tempilag reacts in less than one second, much more quickly than color-changing paints.

Complete Tempilag Kit with 850°F, 950°F, 1000°F, 1100°F, and 1200°F paints plus thinner. Part No. 3160 … $162.99
Single Tempilag Temperature Paint, 2 oz. brush-top bottle, specify temperature. Part No. 3161-Temp … $28.99
Tempilag Thinner … Part No. 3161-Thinner … $11.49

Color Changing Brake Paint
This paint permanently changes colors to show if a temperature has been reached. Eight distinct color changes occur at 360°C (680°F), 435°C (800°F), 580°C (1075°F), 720°C (1328°F), 800°C (1472°F), 910°C (1670°F), 1220°C (2228°F), and 1270°C (2318°F). The color changes after 5 minutes of exposure to heat. The 1 fluid ounce jar has a 6-color code chart (up to 800°C/1472°F) printed on the label.

Color Changing Brake Paint … Part No. 3156 … $79.99

The solids in this paint will settle out of suspension during storage. Just re-mix and add lacquer thinner if needed!